STARTING NOW

Fullstack Development

IDP

SUMMARY

Passbase is helping businesses to onboard new users faster, cheaper and with bank-level confidence, by offering developer-friendly identity verification tools. Our vision is to build a network of verified & user-owned identity profiles to make the digital world safer and simpler for everyone.

Passbase is and always will be an engineering company. We're looking for engineers who bring fresh ideas from all areas, including information retrieval, distributed computing, large-scale system design, networking and data storage, security, artificial intelligence, natural language processing, UI design and mobile; the list goes on and is growing every day. We need our engineers to be versatile, display leadership qualities and be enthusiastic to take on new problems across the full-stack as we continue to push technology forward.

We aim to work in a company of warm, inclusive people who treat their colleagues exceptionally well. As part of this, we deeply trust one another, enable individuals to learn and grow beyond their role, and work hard to ensure people within Passbase feel connected to each other and our collective goals.

WHAT WE EXPECT FROM YOU

- Deep interest in high growth startups and building the future of cybersecurity & identity
- Passion, interest and willingness to learn
- Comfortable on executing and building something that will influence our product
- Self-driven mindset

PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS:

- Experience with MVC Framework e.g. Ruby on Rails or Django.
- Experience with design & UI (previous experience in HTML/CSS).
- Experience with front end frameworks, e.g. React.js, Angular, or Vue.js (JavaScript).
- Architected, built and deployed projects that are live and in use by others.

RESPONSIBILITIES

- You will build an own component of our identification solution that verifies a certain trait or attribute of an enduser
- Your work will be implemented in our backend, API and web dashboard for our user-identification software
- Manage individual parts of the project, its priorities, deadlines, and deliverables.
- Design, develop, test, deploy, maintain, and enhance our software.

Apply today and send your current resume and a link or overview of your portfolio / your Github to mathias@passbase.com